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Aperio Group Announces
Global Natural Resources Equity Strategy
Achieves Three-Year Performance Record
Aperio’s Global Natural Resources Equity Strategy offers a public equity alternative
designed to capture commodity exposure
Sausalito, CA—Aperio Group, a research-based investment management firm specializing in
hyper-customized portfolios designed to meet the specific tax, risk, and values-based/ESG
goals of advisors and their clients, announces that its Global Natural Resources Equity Strategy
is celebrating its three-year anniversary.
The Global Natural Resources Equity Strategy is designed to provide exposure to commodity
markets through investments in natural resource equities which Aperio believes will provide
returns with strong ties to the performance of commodities over a given time period. For taxable
investors with tax losses, the strategy may also be utilized in conjunction with Aperio’s tax-loss
harvesting techniques to potentially improve the investor’s after-tax returns.
Financial advisors are becoming increasingly concerned with protecting their clients from
potential future inflation. When looking to hedge inflation using commodities, they are finding
that the existing forward- and futures-based products have, for the most part, dramatically
underperformed spot commodity prices due to contango and other structural challenges.
Aperio’s strategy seeks to avoid the contango problem while achieving exposure to
commodities.
“Public equity indexes have a relatively small exposure to natural resource equities. For an
investor concerned about inflation, this exposure falls far short of what is required to protect the
purchasing power of their portfolio. We believe that the Global Natural Resources Equity
Strategy allows investors to capture commodity exposure in a customized, low-cost, taxefficient, index approach while minimizing the negative impact of contango associated with
futures-based solutions,” says Pete Hand, Aperio’s Director of Quantitative Strategies.
Aperio’s strategies are available in separately managed accounts (SMAs) through select
intermediaries approved by Aperio at a $1 million minimum.

# # #
Aperio Group LLC, based in Sausalito, California, is a pioneer in designing and managing
custom portfolios to track index benchmarks or deliver targeted risk, factor, geographic, or
industry exposures customized to a client’s specific tax situation, values, and/or desired
economic exposure. As an investment advisor, Aperio works with both taxable and tax-exempt
investors to track a broad range of US and international indexes. For more information, visit
www.aperiogroup.com. Form ADV Part 2A contains complete information regarding their
services and fees, which can be obtained at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. This press release is for
informational purposes only and should not be considered a recommendation to buy or sell any
types of securities.

The information contained within this press release was carefully compiled from sources Aperio believes to be reliable, but we
cannot guarantee accuracy. We provide this information with the understanding that we are not engaged in rendering legal,
accounting, or tax services. In particular, none of the examples should be considered advice tailored to the needs of any specific
investor. We recommend that all investors seek out the services of competent professionals in any of the aforementioned areas.
With respect to the description of any investment strategies, simulations, or investment recommendations, we cannot provide any
assurances that they will perform as expected and as described in our materials. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Every investment program has the potential for loss as well as gain.

